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Automatic Design of Decision-Tree Induction Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2015

	Presents a detailed study of the major design components that constitute a top-down decision-tree induction algorithm, including aspects such as split criteria, stopping criteria, pruning and the approaches for dealing with missing values. Whereas the strategy still employed nowadays is to use a 'generic' decision-tree induction...
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Raising Capital For DummiesFor Dummies, 2002

	While raising capital has never been easy, it has become a lot more difficult over the past few years. The dot-com debacle has made investors skittish, especially when it comes to financing early-stage start-ups. As a result, more and more entrepreneurs are being forced to compete harder and harder for a spot around the money well. At the end...
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Breast Cancer: Nuclear Medicine in Diagnosis and Therapeutic OptionsSpringer, 2007

	There can never be enough material in the public domain about cancers, and particularly breast cancer. This book adds much to the literature. It provides general information on breast cancer management and considers all new methods of diagnosis and therapy. It focuses on nuclear medicine modalities by comparing their results with other...
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Organise Yourself: Clear the Clutter; Take Charge of Your Time; Manage Information (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2010

	
		Many people find it hard to get on top of their workload.  They constantly bounce from one task to another and struggle to prioritize, which can have a serious impact on productivity.

	
		Organise Yourself helps readers develop effective organizational skills and dramatically improve the way they work. It...
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Solar Rooftop DIY: The Homeowner's Guide to Installing Your Own Photovoltaic Energy System (Countryman Know How)Countryman Press, 2016

	The do-it-yourself guide for converting your home to solar power


	Solar energy is clean, efficient, sustainableâ€•and expensive. Or is it? Many homeowners simply assume that the cost of solar panels is out of their reach, but in reality, the technology is quickly becoming attainable for the middle class. Rather...
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Toxin: The Cunning of Bacterial PoisonsOxford University Press, 2005

	What do the following have in common: the promise of Botox as the key to everlasting youthful looks; E. coli O157 hamburger disease; a mysterious illness which killed 35 heroin users in 2000; and the assassination by poisoned umbrella-tip of a Bulgarian dissident in the 1970s? The answer is that all of these are caused by toxins, the powerful...
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Migrating to Azure: Transforming Legacy Applications into Scalable Cloud-First SolutionsApress, 2018

	
		Design an enterprise solution from scratch that allows the migration of a legacy application. Begin with the planning and design phase and be guided through all the stages of selecting the architecture framework that fits your enterprise.

	
		Join Microsoft MVP Josh Garverick as he addresses all major areas of design and...
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Real-Time Digital Signal Processing from MATLAB® to C with the TMS320C6x DSPs, Second EditionCRC Press, 2011

	
		From the Foreword:

	
		"…There are many good textbooks today to teach digital signal processing, but most of them are content to teach the theory, and perhaps some MATLAB® simulations. This book has taken a bold step forward. It not only presents the theory, it reinforces...
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The Rational Homo Psychologicus: Creating Thoughtful BusinessesPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This is a challenger book. It systematically modifies the assumptions of the homo economicus and homo sociologicus by constructing a deeper foundation of human and corporate personhood. The new theory of homo psychologicus probes into a long-forgotten common sense: humans are rationally irrational homo psychologicus, as are...
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Microbiology For DummiesFor Dummies, 2019

	
		Microbiology For Dummies (9781119544425) was previously published as Microbiology For Dummies (9781118871188). While this version features a new Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the prior release and should not be considered a new or updated product.

	
		Microbiology is the study...
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More Cooking Innovations: Novel Hydrocolloids for Special DishesCRC Press, 2018

	
		Hydrocolloids are among the most commonly used ingredients in the food industry. They function as thickeners, gelling agents, texturizers, stabilizers, and emulsifiers, and have applications in the areas of edible coatings and flavor release. This book More Cooking Innovations: Novel Hydrocolloids for Special Dishes...
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Book of the Moon: A Guide to Our Closest NeighborHarry N. Abrams, 2019

	
		Have you ever wondered if there are seasons on the moon or if space tourism will ever become commonplace? So has Dr. Maggie Aderin-Pocock. In fact, she earned her nickname “Lunatic” because of her deep fascination for all things lunar. In her lucidly written, comprehensive guide to the moon, Aderin-Pocock takes readers...
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